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Paper 1 (5–7 pp.) due October 8 at 4 p.m.

Topic: choices on handout or ⚠ your own ⚠

Format: fonts, etc.

Submission: Sakai Drop Box. PDF if at all possible.
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First paper

In Heart of Darkness, Marlow’s first encounter with Africans 
is sinister: “‘A slight clinking behind me made me turn my 
head. Six black men advanced in a file, toiling up the 
path’” (116).…



First paper
Weeble weeble weeble weeble weeble. Weeble weeble 
weeble weeble:

Weeble weeble, weeble weeble weeble weeble weeble 
weeble weeble weeble; weeble weeble weeble. Weeble 
weeble weeble weeble weeble weeble. (42)

Weeble weeble weeble “weeble weeble,” weeble weeble. 
“Weeble” weeble weeble weeble. Weeble weeble weeble 
weeble weeble weeble; weeble “weeble weeble weeble, 
weeble weeble.” Weeble weeble weeble weeble weeble 
weeble weeble weeble. Weeble weeble weeble…



Review

Delayed decoding in Conrad

Marlow and Kurtz / doubling / manly desires

Achebe and Said: empire, critique, and Conrad’s limitations



Race

Africa as setting and backdrop which eliminates the African 
as human factor. Africa as a metaphysical battlefield devoid 
of all recognizable humanity, into which the wandering 
European enters at his peril. Can nobody see the 
preposterous and perverse arrogance in thus reducing 
Africa to the role of props for the break-up of one petty 
European mind? …The real question is the dehumanization 
of Africa and Africans which this age-long attitude has 
fostered and continues to foster in the world.

Achebe, “An Image of Africa”



Conrad’s critiques
Inefficiency / craft values

“Rivets, by heaven!” (130)

Moral outrage gets expressed as traffic rage.
Enda Duffy, The Speed Handbook (2009), 91

I dream of peace, a little reputation, and the rest of my life 
devoted to the service of Art and free from material 
worries. (Conrad to a friend in 1897)



Enigma

The yarns of seamen have a direct simplicity, the whole 
meaning of which lies within the shell of a cracked nut. But 
Marlow was not typical…and to him the meaning of an 
episode was not inside like a kernel but outside, enveloping 
the tale which brought it out only as a glow brings out a 
haze, in the likeness of one of these misty halos that 
sometimes are made visible by the spectral illumination of 
moonshine. (105)



Enigma

“The knitting old woman with the cat obtruded herself 
upon my memory as a most improper person to be sitting 
at the other end of such an affair.” (172)



Stein: discussion

And so Jeff Campbell and Melanctha Herbert sat there on the steps, very quiet, a 
long time, and they didn't seem to think much, that they were together. They sat 
there so, for about an hour, and then it came to Jefferson very slowly and as a 
strong feeling that he was sitting there on the steps, alone, with Melanctha. He did 
not know if Melanctha Herbert was feeling very much about their being there alone 
together. Jefferson began to wonder about it a little. Slowly he felt that surely they 
must both have this feeling. It was so important that he knew that she must have it. 
They both sat there, very quiet, a long time. (68–69)

What are the distinctive stylistic features of this passage? 
Describe at least four. How do they work?



Lexical restriction

Certain words become emblematic, invoking large, open-
ended complexes of feeling and association… Each word 
or phrase increases in significance as it passes through 
successive contexts… “Wisdom,” “understanding,” 
“experience,” “excitement”…

Marianne DeKoven, A Different Language (1983)



Reiteration

And many things happened to Melanctha, but she knew 
very well that none of them had led her on to the right 
way, that certain way that was to lead her to world 
wisdom. (58)

She [Jane] taught her how to go the ways that lead to 
wisdom. (59)

And slowly she began to see clear before her one certain 
way that would be sure to lead to wisdom. (60)



Omission / ellipsis

Melanctha came here very often and watched the men and 
all the things that were so busy working. The men always 
had time for, “Hullo sis, do you want to sit on my engine,” 
and, “Hullo, that's a pretty lookin’ yaller girl, do you want to 
come and see him cookin.”

All the colored porters liked Melanctha. (55)



Omission / ellipsis
Some man would learn a good deal about her in the talk, 
never altogether truly, for Melanctha all her life did not 
know how to tell a story wholly. She always, and yet not 
with intention, managed to leave out big pieces which make 
a story very different, for when it came to what had 
happened and what she had said and what it was that she 
had really done, Melanctha never could remember right. 
The man would sometimes come a little nearer, would 
detain her, would hold her arm or make his jokes a little 
clearer, and then Melanctha would always make herself 
escape. (57)



Aspect, duration

Then slowly, between them, it began to be all different. 
Slowly now between them, it was Melanctha Herbert, who 
was stronger. Slowly now they began to drift apart from 
one another. (61)



Aspect, duration
Everything is the same except composition and as the 
composition is different and always going to be different 
everything is not the same. Everything is not the same as 
the time when of the composition and the time in the 
composition is different. The composition is different, that 
is certain.
    Composition is the thing seen by every one living in the 
living they are doing, they are that composing of the 
composition that at the time they are living is the 
composition of the time in which they are living.

“Composition as Explanation” (1926)



Gertrude Stein (1874–1946)

1874 born Allegheny, in Jewish middle-class 
family; raised in Oakland
1893 Radcliffe; studies with William James
1897–1901 Johns Hopkins medical school: 
1900–2 affair with May Bookstaver, fictionalized 
in Q.E.D. (written 1903, not published)
1903 moves in with brother Leo in Paris
1904 Steins collect painting (Cézanne et al.)
1905–6 writes Three Lives (uses Q.E.D.); 
friendships with Matisse, Picasso; salons
1907 meets Alice B. Toklas; live together 1910–
1909 Three Lives published
1914 Tender Buttons
1925 The Making of Americans
1933 Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas: bestseller



The Paris scene

So Paris was the place that suited those of us that were to 
create the twentieth century art and literature, naturally 
enough.

Stein, Paris France (1940)



Still Life with a Bottle of Rum, 1911Seated Harlequin, 1901 Gertrude Stein, 1905–6

Metropolitan Museum, New York

Pablo Picasso (1881–1973)



Pablo Picasso (1881–1973). Gertrude Stein. Oil on canvas, 
1905–6. Metropolitan Museum, New York.

Gertrude Stein had written the 
story of Melanctha the negress, 
the second story of Three Lives 
which was the first definite step 
away from the nineteenth cen-
tury and into the twentieth 
century in literature.

Stein, The Autobiography of Alice 
B. Toklas (1933)



Henri Matisse (1869–1954). Le bonheur de vivre. Oil on canvas, 1905–6. Barnes collection, Philadelphia.



Pablo Picasso (1881–1973). Gertrude Stein. Oil on canvas, 
1905–6. Metropolitan Museum, New York.

Gertrude Stein had written the 
story of Melanctha the negress, 
the second story of Three Lives 
which was the first definite step 
away from the nineteenth cen-
tury and into the twentieth 
century in literature.

The Autobiography of Alice B. Toklas 
(1933)



The present

I wrote a negro story called Melanctha. In that there was a 
constant recurring and beginning there was a marked 
direction in the direction of being in the present although 
naturally I had been accustomed to past present and 
future, and why, because the composition forming around 
me was a prolonged present.

“Composition as Explanation” (1926)



MS. rejected by five publishers
1909 Grafton Press 1st ed.
(Stein pays $600 publishing costs;
Grafton sends someone to check 
whether she is an educated English 
speaker or not)



The twentieth century?

[1905’s “Melanctha” was] the first definite step away from 
the nineteenth century and into the twentieth century in 
literature.

Gertrude Stein

The problem of the Twentieth Century is the problem of 
the color-line.

W.E.B. Du Bois, The Souls of Black Folk (1903)



Discussion
to be continued next time

What are the principal social tensions in Melanctha’s world 
as Stein depicts it? Find textual evidence and discuss.


